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Foreword

The increase in the number of young, single adults in the United States has become an issue
of major concern for the Jewish community. The Talmudic judgment that "mating is as hard
as splitting the Red Sea" has been complicated by the broad range of life choices available to
single adults in contemporary society. Current data indicate that more and more young adults
are choosing to postpone marriage and family formation. In view of these trends, the Jewish
community confronts a dual challenge: how to enhance the Jewish involvement and affiliation
of unmarried young adults, and how to increase the probability that they will ultimately form
Jewish families.

Within the context of its commitment to strengthening all facets of Jewish family life, The
William Petschek National Jewish Family Center sponsored an all-day conference, Single and
Jewish: Communal and Personal Perspectives in November 1986. Although two years have
passed, the issues related to the Jewish single population have not disappeared. Indeed, the
numbers have grown while the communal response continues to lag behind the needs.

To provide background material which can help cope with the ongoing needs of Jewish singles,
we are pleased to publish the papers, discussions, and recommendations of the AJC
Conference, Single and Jewish: Communal and Personal Perspectives.
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AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE

SINGLE AND JEWISH

Communal and Personal Perspectives

A Conference

The AJC Conference on Jewish Singles was opened by Dr. Steven Bayme, Assistant

Director of the Jewish Communal Affairs Department. He regretted the absence of JCAD's

Director, Yehuda Rosenman, whose illness prevented his participation. Dr. Bayme pointed out

the ambivalence of the Jewish community toward the position of single Jews. On one hand,

the community is perceived as couple- and marriage-oriented, both organizationally and

programmatically. On the other hand, sociologists find that Jews are remaining single in ever-

increasing numbers, either because of the marital squeeze or because they find the single life

attractive and wish to continue that life style.

Studies have shown, however, that singles tend to have a low rate of affiliation and are

less likely than their married peers to be committed to Jewish life and to the Jewish

community. The aim of the conference was to promote dialogue among the singles and Jewish

communal service providers, some 60 of whom were in attendance, with a special focus on

establishing programs which will involve singles in organized Jewish life. Toward this end, the

Conference was designed to clarify what we know about singles, to obtain a response from

singles directly and to encourage dialogue between singles and communal leaders.

After introducing other members of the JCAD staff - Amy Avgar, Larry Grossman and

Gladys Rosen, the conference coordinator, Dr. Bayme called on the chair of the opening

session, Mrs. Rita Greenland, lay chairperson of The William Petschek National Jewish Family

Center. Mrs. Greenland has been active in AJC on many levels and has worked closely with
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the Jewish Communal Affairs Department. Stressing the importance of the Family Center

within the broader framework of AJC's major departmental programs, Mrs. Greenland

emphasized the long-range importance of the Center's concern for enhancing the quality of

Jewish life. Only through strengthening and encouraging Jewish families can the future of the

Jewish community be assured.

1

In introducing the Conference keynote speaker, Dr. Peter J. Stein, Mrs. Greenland noted

that he is Professor of Sociology at William Paterson College with a B.A. in Psychology from

CUNY and a Ph.D. from Princeton University. Dr. Stein is the author of many books based on

his research, including Single (1976), The Marriage Game (1973), The Family (1977), Single Life

(1981), and Sociology (1982,1985) as well as over fifty scholarly papers and articles in the

popular press: New York News and World Report. Life. Psychology Today, etc. He has also

appeared on T.V. and radio shows dealing with aspects of family life, including the focus of

the AJC Conference, being Single and Jewish in America.

NEGOTIATING THE SINGLE LIFE: A SOCIOLOGICAL OVERVIEW

Peter J. Stein, Ph.D.

I would like to begin by explaining how I came to study singles. I taught marriage and

family for a number of years and realized that singles were hardly ever mentioned except in

chapters on divorce. I was single myself and decided to study women and men who were

single, particularly those who were happily single. The interviews conducted in 1975-76

resulted in a book, Single. The subjects are being followed up now to see where they are 10

years later. Some are still single, others are married and I am trying to ascertain why people

stayed single or married and in some cases married and divorced.
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I interviewed singles who are Jewish, Catholic, and Protestant as well as those with no

religious affiliation, and I found no substantial differences among the three groups. So what I

have to say today applies to all single women and men irrespective of religious affiliation.

(25% of my NYC-Boston sample were Jewish).

Steven Cohen's research clearly indicates that the general pattern of increased singlehood

applies to adult American Jews: He reports that 38% are unmarried--21% never married, 8%

divorced and 9% widowed.

In addition to my professional credentials, I have some personal ones: single into my

40s; led active single life; lived with single roommates; alone; cohabited; married; and am the

very proud father of a 2-year-old son.

Before we take a closer look at the singles population, it is instructive to take a look at

contemporary American marriages and families. This sets the social context within which

marrieds and singles interact.

Major Social Trends in U.S. Impacting on Marriage. Family, and Singlehood

A. Tensions between traditional and contemporary values

The ongoing tensions between traditional and contemporary values are being worked out

both socially and individually. People raised one way may "discover" other values and

this may lead to confusion as well.
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Traditional vs. Contemporary

family values personal growth

sacredness emphasis on the individual

togetherness self-fulfillment

stability

loyalty personal growth and change

commitment "do own thing"

responsibility to family unit

B. Increase in choices for adults

Adult life offers a "smorgasbord" of choices and many coexisting trends. Alternatives

available are reflected in statistics on marriage and family:

95% marry: high happiness responses; 90% have children.

Yet 1 in 3 marriages end in divorce; while 80% remarry, the number of singles is

increasing; marriage is postponed; there is a rise in the number of reconstituted

families; cohabitation is up and the number of single parents has grown.

C. Increase in diversity of household and family forms

Married couples, no children at home (either couples without children or "empty nest"

families) 23%

Single adults, living alone, usually older 23%

Married couples, children, two breadwinners 18%

Single parents (90% are women) 16%

Married couples, children, one breadwinner 12%
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Single adults, living together 5%

Three-generation families 3%

(Source: Sociology - Hess, Markson & Stein, 1985)

D. Changes in sex roles and how women and men respond to each other

Family provides cultural scripts regarding masculinity and feminity starting at day one

(pinks and blues).

New scripts are emerging so that both girls and boys can play instrumental and

effective roles, be successful, achieve, and also be nurturant. But changes are never

smooth--we all carry old baggage of shoulds and shouldn'ts regarding masculine and

feminine activities and behavior.

More confusion—what do men want from women? What do women want from men?

Intimate Strangers by Lillian B. Rubin, Maggie Scarfs book on Intimate Partners and

Betty Friedan's The Second Stage offer various interpretations.

More resentment on the part of men, especially with the loss of their central role.

New situations can make us discover hitherto unfamiliar nurturing roles.

E. Dramatic increase in the number of women in the labor force

55% of all American women

60% of mothers with children under 18

70% of all single women

Why the increase? Some want to and have to work. Many must work to support self

and family; some want extra income. As the number of college and professional
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school graduates grows, more women want to use talents and skills and advance

themselves.

These five social trends: the tension between traditional and modern values; increase in

choices for adults; diversity of household forms; changes in gender roles and increase in the

proportion of women in the labor force influence the attitudes and experiences of single

women and men in America today. They have also led to the greater social acceptance of

single life reflected in the increasing number of Americans who have stayed single or

returned to singleness. As their numbers increase, their collective patterns make single life

more viable and, in turn, further influence the recognition and acceptance of single lifestyles.

•

Today more than 62 million adult Americans are unmarried, constituting 37% of all

American men and 43% of all American women. The increase has been particularly dramatic

among younger men and women who are postponing marriages, and among somewhat older

folks who have been divorcing in record numbers. Let me offer a few demographic highlights

of this growth, particularly since 1970:

- The median age at first marriage for women is 23, for men about 25.5; the highest

levels since 1890.

- The proportion of never-marrieds has doubled since 1970 for men and women in their

late twenties and early thirties.

- The divorce ratio has increased by more than 2.5 times since 1970. In 1970 there

were 47 divorced persons for every 1,000 marrieds; in 1985 there were 121 divorced

persons for every 1,000 marrieds. In other words, for every 10 adults at a party

there is at least 1 divorced person.

- The number of children living in a one-parent household has increased by 6 million

since 1970 to a total of 14 million children. At current rates, 1 in 2 children will be
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raised by a single parent for some time during their childhood or adolescent years.

Since 90% of single parents are women, this is accompanied by lower economic

standards, inadequate child support, food, clothing and too much to do for the single

parent (see Weitzman's Divorce Revolution).

- There were almost 2 million cohabiting couples in 1985 ~ about tripling the number

in 1970.

But these trends must be understood in their historical context. Singleness was less than

blessed not so long ago. A number of societies and religions have used moral, social and

economic sanctions to push and pull people into marriage. American history offers many

examples.

The colonies of New England placed a high value on family life and needed population

growth; pressures and incentives to marry were many.

Both social and economic sanctions were used to push people into marriage.

Bachelors were mocked and treated with harsh disapproval too. They were almost in

the class of suspected criminals and were not permitted to live alone or decide where

to live. Courts decided and assigned homes, and the "bachelor tax" in the colonies

was an incentive to marry. New Haven law required them to live with "licensed

families," substitute parents for bachelors and spinsters.

Ben Franklin--"A single man has not nearly the value he would have in the state of

marriage. He is an incomplete animal. He resembles the odd half of a pair of

scissors." (1745)
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Women had no way to get financial support and if they inherited land in Maryland

they had to marry within 7 years.

Older single women were ridiculed, treated as life's failures, and assigned unpaid

drudgework in the homes of married brothers and sisters.

Literature gave rise to the stereotype of the neurotic spinster, the meddling

busybody, the sour, prim and proper "old maid" of the card game. Remember?

I think it is fair to say that every major religion encourages its members to marry. To

provide a comparative perspective, let me offer a prayer once voiced by many Catholic girls

as they sang an old parochial school rhyme:

St. Catherine, St. Catherine, Oh, lend me thine aid,

And grant that I never may die an old maid.

A husband, St. Catherine!

A good one, St. Catherine!

But anyone better than no one, St. Catherine!

A husband, St. Catherine!

Handsome, St. Catherine!

Rich, St. Catherine!

Young, St. Catherine!

Soon, St. Catherine!

Until quite recently it was assumed that all single persons wanted to marry. They were

all waiting for the "right" person to come along, were relatively unhappy, and all singles

were very much alike. A substantial psychological literature in the 1950s and 1960s suggested
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that single men and women were irresponsible, immature, never individuated from their

parents, particularly sons from mothers, were secretly gay, emotionally crippled or otherwise
*

handicapped.

More recent research by social scientists, including myself, indicates that, in fact, single

adults are quite mature; there is great diversity among single adults; there are several distinct

single life styles, and singles face very different life choices depending on their education,

income, occupation, health, race, ethnicity, age, residence and parental status.

Some singles are older, others are younger; some have already been married and others

never will; some would prefer marriage if only the "right" person came along, while others

enjoy their single state; some are well educated, earn good incomes and enjoy comfortable

lives, while others are struggling economically, supporting aging parents and have a limited

social life; some live alone, others with roommates or parents; most are heterosexual in their

preferences, others prefer same-sex partners; some are parents, others prefer to remain

childless. (Adams 1976; Austrom, 1984; Barkas, 1980; Cargan and Melko, 1982; Hass, 1983;

Peterson, 1982; Shostack (forthcoming); Simenauer and Carroll, 1982; Staples, 1981; Stein,

1981).

Let's take a closer look at four real live single persons to dramatize the diversity of

single life and see how they negotiate their lives. Much, of course, depends on their

economic, social and personal resources, but also on how they perceive their single state. Do

they experience singlehood as liberating or limiting? Voluntary or involuntary? Temporary or

stable? Let me introduce you to four adults from my study: Arlene, Bob, Chuck and Diane.
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ARLENE: 25 - M.B.A. from Columbia

Arlene works for a major investment firm and lives on the East Side with a roommate;

she hopes to advance in the firm then shift to another and believes that staying single

for now will help her career advancement. She leads an active social life and dates

several men, but no one special right now. She is very happy being single, although she

wants to marry eventually and have children, but not for another 5 years or so. She

travels, plays sports, including tennis at Richnik's (a singles organization) and is under

no particular pressure from her parents, though her mother once in a while wants to

know whom she is dating, their background and long-term potential.

BOB: 40-Lawyer

Bob, married at 30 (lasted 4 years) and is divorced, has no children and still speaks to

his ex-wife. He is a very busy and successful attorney who likes to work long hours and

gets wrapped up in his work. Bob loves the freedom of single life and the ability to

come and go at will. He is dating several women, though a little cautious these days as

a result of the danger of herpes and the AIDS scare. He stopped going to bars and

tends to meet women through mutual friends. Bob is concerned with the plight of the

homeless and donates time to them. He sees no need to ever marry again. Bob likes his

life and his co-op apartment on the West Side.

CHUCK: 32 - Accountant, B.B.A. from Boston University

Chuck has a good job with a large Boston accounting firm. His social life, however, is

not so good and he would prefer to be married. He wants to find a girl he can settle

down with, move to the suburbs and raise a family, but he can't seem to find "an old-

fashioned girl." All the women he meets are too assertive, independent and opinionated

for his tastes. They want him to spend a lot of money on them and they never seem to
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be willing to cook him a meal like mom used to do. His "shrink" thinks he's trying too

hard and should just relax. He doesn't believe in sex until a relationship has been

established. Chuck likes sports and also collects stamps. He is not happy with his life!

His mother calls him often and is continually wanting to know whether he's met anyone

yet. She thinks he should marry a nice Jewish girl and settle down.

DIANE: 50-B.A.

Formerly a junior high teacher, Diane's now selling real estate in New Jersey. She lives

in Fort Lee and was married for 25 years. She has two grown children, one living in

Chicago and the other in Los Angeles, is self-supporting and had been supporting her

children, having received little child support and no alimony. Diane got fed up with a

"lousy" teacher's income and trained for real estate, passed the license and is now selling

in Bergen and Passaic counties. She likes to travel during holidays, enjoys theater and

museums in New York City. Diane has several other women friends whom she sees often.

She dates once in a while but is not finding men her equal--the men are either too

interested in younger women or a bit odd if they've never been married. She does not

think she will ever marry again, though if the right person came along she'd consider it.

She is happy and feels good about herself now.

Arlene, Bob, Chuck and Diane -- four single lives. The first two are voluntarily single

- they have chosen that situation, Arlene for a number of years, Bob for a much longer

period of time, perhaps for the rest of his life. Arlene is busy advancing her career and

keeping an eye out for better job opportunities. Bob enjoys the freedom and independence of

the single life-he can come and go as he wishes and is not tied down by spouse and

children. Chuck and Diane would prefer to be married-he immediately, since he's unhappy

being single; she has adjusted well to being single, has a career that is advancing, good
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friends, a cultured life. She, too, would prefer an attentive husband but think that's not in

the cards and is getting on with her life rather nicely, thank you.

Though each of these four singles faces somewhat different situations, they are, in fact,

dealing with the same key issues faced by all adults, single or married-issues of education;

work and careers; living arrangements; friendships, intimacy, and sexuality; leisure time;

emotional and physical health; whether or not to become parents; relations with their own

parents; and their own aging. All adults must cope with these issues, but the social context

within which singles cope and negotiate is different from the situations of marrieds.

Singles typically have no significant "other" with whom to make such decisions and they

themselves must bear the consequences of such decisions. Singles have to rely more on their

own resources so that some develop great resourcefulness and personal strengths and

independence while others are subject to greater stresses and strains unrelieved by social

supports. Bob and Diane have good friends and a support network; Chuck relies on his mother

who wants him married. Arlene has work colleagues with whom she plans future career goals.

Marrieds have a partner and stable structure of support; singles must expend more effort to

establish such supports and to develop friendships or else remain more needy and isolated.

Whether or not singlehood is experienced as liberating or restrictive, it is strongly

influenced by the reality of age and gender. Up to age 35 there are more single men than

women, beyond age 35 there are more single (that is never-married, divorced or widowed)

women. The differences increase for every year thereafter.

Culturally the role of bachelor receives more validation and is seen as being more

glamorous and adventurous. Yet every study shows that single women get along better
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without men than single men get along without women. Studies show that single women are

less lonely, have fewer mental and physical health problems, fewer adjustment problems, and

are happier than single men.

Why is this so?

- As a result of socialization experience, women are taught and expected to "do

friendship work"--affective and nurturing and supportive work. So most women learn

and are adept at establishing and maintaining friendships (Hess thesis; Rubin's Just

Friends.) My research showed that both women and men more often choose women as

friends.

- Men have more problems with isolation, loneliness, alienation, and cannot take care

of themselves as well!

- Men remarry faster than women. No wonder, since studies also show that the married

state brings greater bliss to men than to women.

But there is a chicken and egg problem in the research. Is it that women do better with

singlehood or is it that women who remain single are better equipped for that life than are

single men? So is it selectivity or the experience of singlehood? Or as Ellen Goodman put it

recently: "Is it success that makes a 35-year-old woman unmarriageable material or is staying

single what made her successful?"

It is true that highly successful women-defined as those who have more than a B.A.

degree and earn more than $25,000 annually-have a 20% singlehood rate compared to about a

5% singlehood rate for the overall female population. This is true of successful white women,

but even more so for successful black and Hispanic women. This is the problem of "Where are

the men for the women at the top?" There is no answer.
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Jessie Bernard's "barrel theory of marriage" indicated that single women are the "cream

of the crop" in terms of education, achievements and salaries and autonomy and coping skills;

single men as a group are closer to the bottom of the barrel. So a "bad match" is the result.

This problem has received a lot of media attention, specifically in a Newsweek (June 2,

1986) story titled "Too Late for Prince Charming?" which misreported a Yale study. Newsweek

indicated that "college educated women who are still single at 35 have only a 5% chance of

ever getting married" and a 40-year-old woman has a better chance of meeting a terrorist

than tying the knot. (This led a woman friend of mine to quip that she was planning to

charter an Italian cruise boat for a group of single women and set out for the

Mediterranean.) But, as I indicated in a USA Today interview, while the number of men equal

to these self-sufficient, highly achieving women is diminishing, this does not mean that

women are leading unhappily productive lives or that they'll never be married. It may take

more looking but the men are out there, if desired.

Recently, two feminist authors have identified emerging coping patterns for single

women. Audrey Chapman, a psychologist at Howard University, author of Man Sharing:

Dilemma or Choice, suggested that since single men are so scarce, particularly in cities like

Washington D.C., New York and Los Angeles, some women share these men. "The new woman

is one who makes effective choices about how she wants to live her life and with whom.

Having an exclusive relationship with one man is not her primary focus." Ohio State

sociologist Laurel Richardson's book The New Other Woman: Contemporary Single Women in

Affairs with Married Men reports the experiences of other single women who get involved

with married men. These practices may not be a solution for most, but they do identify two

ways of dealing with the sex ratio imbalance. The point of these studies is that more women

are making such choices, taking control of their lives, and coping with their life situations.
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But ambivalence is part of the human condition. There is a delicate balance between the

advantages and disadvantages of single life. As one single woman so thoughtfully responded:

"Living alone is an obscure blend of joys and terrors. I have never been able to decide

whether I love it or hate it, nor have I ever known whether I actually chose to live alone or

simply wound up there by default...For myself, I know that I have a very active, independent

life, good friends, am successful in my work and travel a lot, that I would never go to a

single bar, never have a computer date or even go skiing in the hope of meeting someone

interesting. The life I lead suits my character. And yet~like most people-sometimes I

wonder."

Whether we're single or married, we've all wondered! It's during these periods of

wondering that we all need some effective coping strategies in order to negotiate life. How

do single people negotiate their lives?

I'm going to suggest several strategies based on my research and that of others. I have

identified at least nine; I'm sure you'll come up with many more.

1. Become more economically independent.

Choices, independence and autonomy only make sense if one has the economic

resources to live a comfortable life. Economic struggles or unemployment limit all

other activities and plans. Economic independence is the bottom line for any single's

life options and abilities to cope. Money allows singles to enjoy the diverse options

of single life -- clubs, organizations, vacations, trips, etc.

2. Become socially and psychologically autonomous (Margaret Adams in Single

Blessedness). Women and men who know who they are, are independent and
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autonomous and are able to lead a successful single life (Reisman's "Inner Directed

Personality"); make their own decisions without succumbing to external pressures and

dictates. Become your own person (Levinson, Sheehy).

.

3. Become clear about your own single status. The singles I mentioned earlier were

resolved about their preferences -- it is the single who would rather be married or

the married who would rather be single that faces a more difficult time coping. They

are too busy admiring the grass on the other side of the fence to appreciate what

they do have and to learn from it! Values clarification allows people to take action

on the basis of those values-value confusion leads to alienation, unhappiness and

unproductive activities.

4. Become aware of family scripts. Restrictive family scripts discourage individuation

and autonomy, whether they restrict educational and occupational goals, life styles,

friends, lovers or mates. Identifying and liberating from restrictive family

expectations may take years and lots of money. (See Maggie Scarfs "Intimate

Partners" in November and December 1986 issues of Atlantic Magazine.)

5. Take advantage of more permissive social attitudes toward singles. Become aware of

options, opportunities, including the media, magazines, self-help books, single success

stories, dating services, etc.

6. Develop friendships-same and opposite sex ones. It is crucial for singles to be

involved in women and men's groups, get-togethers and informal organizations.

7. Seek out personal and professional networks-women business owners, communal

workers, etc.
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8. Join supportive formal organizations-synagogues, churches, Y's; community centers;

commercial enterprises and groups; tennis organizations, single travel groups, etc.,

with this caveat: I observe a contradiction in agendas of some of these organizations

in the sense that they may be more interested in bringing people together so that

they can find companions and eventually mates, than in really supporting a single life.

Commercial enterprises may be more interested in money than in how singles are

coping. Organizations catering to singles could and should clarify their own goals and

agendas-certainly the major reason for the AJC conference.

9. If none of the above work and if needed, try getting professional counseling or

psychiatric help-to sort out priorities and values and develop better coping skills.

In conclusion, I have identified the major social trends impacting on families and singles;

the increasing diversity of single life; the experiences of single men and women; and the

major ways of negotiating single life. Singles are an important segment of the adult

population-their interests, activities, and life styles are often in the forefront of social

trends. Some are happy in their single life, others would prefer matrimony. They form a

very diverse population. Singles need the supportive activities of various organizations,

including those provided by religious and community organizations. Whether Jewish or

Gentile, single women and men seek social supports in negotiating their single lives. In my

judgment, your attempts to help them cope will be welcomed.

.

Respondents

After thanking Professor Stein for his informative and thought-provoking presentation,

Mrs. Greenland introduced three respondents: Ellen Lapidus, Mitchell Milch and Susan

Weisfuse. Each of them is a Jewish single whose duties include the administration and

coordination of a significant program designed for Jewish singles.
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Ellen Lapidus

The first respondent, Ellen Lapidus, Legislative Assistant to Congressman Larry Smith, is

professionally responsible for monitoring legislation, strategy development, writing speeches

and overseeing a broad range of legislative issues that include education, environment, foreign

affairs and women's issues. A special area of Ellen's administrative responsibility is planning

programs and parties for Jewish singles under the co-sponsorship of Senator Rudy Boschwitz

and Congressman Larry Smith. Her comments focused on the growth of that program and its

implications for singles in other parts of the country. For almost two years they have been

the most talked about Jewish singles parties on Capitol Hill. Attendance has grown from 150-

250 to about 1,000 people at each event. Held every few months, the parties celebrate Jewish

holidays: A Chanukkah Latke Party, a Sukkot Buffet Dinner, a Simchat Torah Wine and

Cheese or even a Lag B'Omer Deli Dinner.

•

The attendance grew through word of mouth and parties were soon opened up to Jewish

staffers and friends beyond Capitol Hill. Although it was the mystique of Capitol Hill which

may have been the initial attraction, growing demand forced a move to major ballrooms and

hotels in order to accommodate everyone. Despite a policy of advance reservations, no Jewish

single was ever turned away. An article in the Washington Post brought 1,500 people to the

Chanukkah Latke Party in 1985, and personal appeals from mothers of Jewish singles resulted

from a story in Hadassah Magazine.

The special appeal of the Boschwitz-Smith parties is the opportunity it offers to Jewish

"yuppies" to network with those of similar interests and backgrounds. It enables unaffiliated

Jewish singles far from home to celebrate with other singles whose common denominator is

their Jewishness. Another appealing aspect of the program is that it is not a singles group to

be joined; rather, all singles are free to attend the parties, which offer variety in themes and

locations as well as the opportunity to rub shoulders with members of the U.S. Congress. It
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is clear that it is providing a much-needed service to many people. But this alone is not

enough. It is time for the Jewish community through its agencies, religious and secular, to

offer programs and activities geared to the special interests and needs of single Jews.

: • • • .

Mitchell Milch

The second respondent, Mitchell Milch, described the status of singles programs at the

Sutton Place synagogue, a large, urban institution. He felt that while most singles involved

were involuntary singles, overall, they could be divided into two groups: one, a bit desperate

in the desire for marriage in order to become a complete human being, and the other, the

voluntary singles who are often not willing to get in touch with their feelings. Many young

singles suffer from the absence of a sense of acceptance as a result of recent social change.

The impact of a major catastrophe like the Holocaust or family upheaval as a result of

changing social mores may be mitigated in the Jewish community by strong traditional family

ties.

•

Singles today seem to be moving away from a focus on autonomy and liberation from

difficult or unstable family situations. The 80s friendships among singles appear to be

providing support networks. In addition, the synagogue can and should offer a stable,

unconditional support system for those who need it. Singles must learn to feel good about

themselves and develop a sense of personal adequacy.

The Sutton Place Synagogue, with the enthusiastic backing of its spiritual leader, Rabbi

David B. Kahane, reaches out to singles with a smorgasbord of programs, including:

1. VIP Dinners which provide personalized introductions and assigned seating based on

previously submitted profiles.
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2. Gym programs such as the volleyball games for singles run by Rabbi Kornblit

designed to relieve tension and help people relax in the context of physical activity.

3. Film retrospectives, super-star series, etc., in which the focus is on the program

rather than on meeting people and marrying.

4. "Beginners" services, adult Jewish education, and other religion-oriented programs.

5. Encounter groups which address various needs.

The spectrum of Sutton Place Synagogue programs offers a smorgasbord of activities to a

mailing list of some 10,000 people. It fulfills the spiritual function of the synagogue by being

available in a variety of ways to serve the needs of Jewish singles.

Susan Weisfuse

Ms. Susan Weisfuse, the third respondent, is Director of the Adult Division in the Group

Services Department at the 92nd Street Y in New York City. Her creative efforts have

resulted in the expansion and development of the singles program, which now includes social

groups, classes based on interests, rap groups, dances, and an extensive series of lectures.

Susan brings to her tasks a background in both Jewish studies and social work. In addition,

she has a deep commitment to the acceptance and integration of the single person in Jewish

life, which has found expression in the creative programming she has introduced to the 92nd

Street Y.

Ms. Weisfuse expressed her appreciation for Peter Stein's sociological overview. She

noted the importance of the statistics about singles because they demonstrate the complexity
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of the issue and the impossibility of finding simple answers for the many varieties of singles

which must be served.

• • • •

Ellen Goodman, in a piece about President Reagan and his "all-American family," points

at the discrepancy between the reality of his family situation (divorce, problem with son, etc.)

and the ideal image which is projected. She found this masking of reality disturbing, both as

a professional who does not necessarily buy into marriage as the only answer and a single

who is under pressure to live up to an ideal which doesn't exist. We must learn to accept

where we are and develop new coping strategies. If, as one definition would have it, "mental

health is the ability to reject and be rejected," then it is up to professionals in the field to

create an atmosphere of acceptance. There is a need for programs which will meet the needs

of singles and provide a setting in which people feel accepted. In doing so, we must

determine whether we are on the side of individual needs or whether, in our concern for the

Jewish community, we are trying to legislate issues which cannot be legislated. One of the

best ways to further Jewish community interests is through what we are doing today: meeting

with other professionals, taking a look at ourselves at our own perceptions and values, and

starting the process from there.

Questions and Answers

In response to Malka Rabinowitz's (Jerusalem Post) question regarding the gender ratio

on mailing lists, Milch placed it at 5 women to 3 men on the Sutton Place list of 10,000.

Ellen Lapidus guessed that among Capitol Hill Singles it was 3 men to every 2 women; Susan

Weisfuse felt that the Y programs extracted an even number of men and women, although it

varied according to the program.
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Joyce Kaplan spoke for several members of the group when she objected to be singled

out as a single. It makes her feel like a leper, and she felt this approach defeated the

purpose of singles programs, which should aim to bring singles back into the community

through activities in which marital status does not play a role.

Ellen Lapidus and Mitchell Milch noted that programs had to negotiate a thin line

between creating a strong, committed singles community and getting them married in order to

integrate them into the general community. Ms. Lapidus expressed her own ambivalence when

she said that at her synagogue, the Washington Hebrew Congregation, she enjoys the family

service but also wants to have special services for singles. In most cases, the latter drew

large numbers of singles who seem eager to be with other singles in the synagogue

framework.

However, Milch noted, at the same time that the synagogue provides a comfortable

gathering place for singles, it should make an effort to mix young couples with singles so as

to integrate them into the congregation.

Linda Storfer of the JCC of the Palisades emphasized the importance of providing choices

which will serve the needs of many varieties of singles. Recent developments in synagogues

and centers show signs of changing attitudes and program vis-a-vis singles. From his

experience in San Francisco, Rabbi John Rosove, now at the Washington Hebrew Congregation,

articulated the need for a transitional stage of singles programs which would bridge the gap

between the separate singles group and full participation in synagogue activities. At the same

time, we must be aware of the unique needs of certain groups lest we lose them through

neglect.
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Sandra Schiff, Chair of JASS, the Jewish Association Serving Singles (see below) in New

Haven, Connecticut, confirmed the success of late Friday night services for singles as well as

the problem associated with maintaining separate structures for singles in view of the need to

serve the special needs of single parents.

The Stephen Wise Contemporaries Group was described by Josh Moritz, one of the

founders, as an attempt to create for singles a sense of community within the synagogue. The

Contemporaries group, consisting primarily of single men and women, also includes some

married couples. Like many similar groups, it is having difficulty attracting single men of the

same caliber as the dynamic successful professional women who are involved. Those who do

come usually join the synagogue as well, thus stemming the tide of young adult dropouts.

Paula Eichler, who serves as lay chair for the Federation Task Force on Singles of

Greater Washington, urged the involvement of lay persons in planning programs for singles-

those who want to be separate and those who want to be integrated into synagogue activities.

Gloria Fischel of Women's League expressed the frustration of synagogue planners who

struggle to reach out to young adult singles who refuse to respond to programs within the

synagogue no matter how well-planned. As volunteer program coordinator for 35 temples, Ms.

Fischel has been promoting house parties for young adults from several temples. There was

general agreement about the difficulty of bringing 18-25-year-olds into programs under

synagogue auspices or even center auspices. One participant attributed conflict in regard to

the synagogue to conflict vis-a-vis parents; another felt that the social and career needs of

this age group were met in other ways, largely through college. The pressure to seek and

find community usually sets in when singles reach their late 20s and beyond.

Steven Cohen noted that studies of high school and college students show that they

prefer to go to Israel in groups, while the synagogue affiliation rate on the college campus is
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quite low. The synagogue is not regarded as the appropriate locale for singles. Bruce Rosen

of the AJC Successors group stressed the need to serve Jewish singles until they cease to be

single. We cannot assume that because a person is single he/she has no Jewish

consciousness. The Successors try to bring young Jews together around issues that will be of

interest to them as Jews and avoid the rejection which results from negative stereotypes.

In designing programs for singles, Helaine Geismar Katz, Director of the Group Services

Department at the 92nd Street Y, urged that we must assure singles that we are on their side

and are not promoting someone else's agenda. To succeed, programs must be based on what

singles want, and if those in the 18-25-year-old group avoid synagogue-centered activities,

perhaps we shouldn't try to push them.

Sharon Manischewitz of Project Joseph in New Jersey and the West End Synagogue was

upset by the fact that even those who participate in the synagogue singles programs don't

seem to connect with the people they meet. In this connection, Rabbi Sanford Seltzer noted

the need to deal with the issue of interdating which, like intermarriage, is often associated

with negative Jewish stereotypes. Peter Stein's research led him to question the assumption

that dating and marriage behaviors are still governed by stereotypes. If this is true, however,

it is certainly a problem for the Jewish community. This unsuccessful search on the part of

men and women for suitable partners is a serious concern, since failure often leads to

marrying out.

Ellen Lapidus agreed that stereotypes do exist, and in order to combat the idea of

"Jewish nerds" or "JAPS" (Jewish American Princesses), people must try to learn more about

one another before jumping to conclusions. To combat mutually negative stereotypes of Jewish

men and women, Rabbi Seltzer urged outreach to young Jews at an earlier stage, with the goal

of creating more positive images of self and others.
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Wendy Eiseman, recalling interdating patterns between Jewish girls and non-Jewish boys

20 years ago, emphasized the need to find out the origins of dislike based on Jewish

stereotypes. In this connection, Nikki Stern asked whether Jews differed from non-Jews in

regard to perceptions of the opposite sex.

Professor Stein pointed out that the singles he had interviewed were highly successful

and had achieved a healthy degree of autonomy and individuation. Their peripheral

relationship to religion was not an unusual way to question the values of their youth.

However, later, at a developmentally appropriate time, often after marriage, such singles tend

to settle and put down roots, which include reexamination of the role of religion in their

lives.

Stan Togin, co-founder of an organization called PUNCH, "Parents of Unmarried

Children," in the Great Neck area, asked whether successful programs designed to encourage

marriage existed in other countries. He and the 100 other parents who are members of

PUNCH were seeking help in just how to create a setting which would bring singles together

and get them married.

In view of the fact that the singles interviewed by Peter Stein and many others seem to

be opting for postponed marriage and delayed parenthood, Steven Bayme asked whether anyone

has studied the problems and special concerns of older parents of young children.

Peter Stein noted that older parents who have already moved ahead in their careers and

opt to have children, know what they want and work hard to achieve it. The problems posed

by parenting in a career family require juggling multiple demands regardless of the age of the

parents.
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As to the difficulties in bringing Jewish men and Jewish women together and the toxic

reaction which often ensues, Dr. Stein attributed the situation to parental scripts and

unresolved issues with mothers and fathers. In this regard, Ari Kornblit noted the apparent

rise in the number of males seeking conversion for the sake of marriage. He felt that the

decision of singles not to marry poses a threat to the Jewish community. While synagogue

attendance is not a litmus test for being a potential mate, he was encouraged by a rising

interest in synagogue involvement. He was, however, not sanguine, because of the thousands

who attend singles events, so few connect. Perhaps we should look at the nature of these

events more critically and creatively.

Rabbi John Rosove, who for many years ran a successful Jewish singles program in San

Francisco, stated that his experience indicated that singles do not start coming to synagogue

until they are older. When they reach their thirties, they may begin to look for an older

youth group environment. However, he also discerned a spiritual yearning and a search for

values in singles in their late thirties and forties.

Dr. Stein noted that younger singles satisfy their need for community in school, while

older singles find it more difficult to deal with loneliness and social isolation. There was a

consensus that although the various singles groups seem to compete for the same public, there

are enough different needs to be met to warrant a full spectrum of services. Some singles

feel most comfortable in the synagogue setting; others are attracted to programs which simply

offer a non-judgmental place to be with other singles. Ellen Lapidus, who loves the warmth

and friendship of the Washington Hebrew Temple, attributed the success of the Boschwitz-

Smith parties to the fact that they reached out to unaffiliated young Jews who shied away

from synagogue events.
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Florence Bernstein of Compatimates, a Federation-sponsored dating services, emphasized

the need to realize the differences among singles. Those who come to Compatimates want to

be with other Jews, yet they bring with them all the usual stereotypes about one another.

Despite efforts to match people appropriately, the administrators of Compatimates find that

they must constantly deal with instant rejection and unreal expectations. The Boschwitz-

Smith group, on the other hand, succeeds in part because it bring together compatible people

who know what to expect.

The morning sessions was closed by Chair Rita Greenland who thanked the speakers and

participants and noted the importance of meeting the needs of individuals as well as the

variety of singles groups.

LUNCH SESSION

Steven Bay, JASS

At lunch, Steven Bay, organizer and director of the Jewish Association Servicing Singles,

briefly outlined the goals and functions of the group generally known as JASS, a unique

approach to serving the needs of Jewish singles. JASS, which is sponsored by Federations or

community centers, has both a national and local emphasis. Nationally, JASS reaches out and

keeps singles informed through the JASS hot line, a listing of available singles events in local

areas. The listing changes weekly but is part of a national network of all singles groups.

Locally, it establishes a council made up of existing single groups which will jointly support a

local JASS line, coordinate a calendar of events, and talk together, and become involved in

supporting charitable campaigns as a single entity. Not only does this cooperative approach

result in a higher ratio of successful projects, it also changes the singles image from that of

loser to that of supportive contributor.
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Local sponsorship of JASS varies: Federations, community centers or women's groups, as

demonstrated by the 31 existing programs. For the first year, seed money is provided by the

Newman Becker Fund of Los Angeles, which also provides consultation and networking

enrichment. The sponsor of the program, Newton Becker, who runs a chain of CPA schools in

82 cities across the country, perceived the JASS as a parallel enterprise for singles with

networks of locally-sponsored units in as many as 82 cities. The communal benefits of JASS

result from the program's potential for identifying the unaffiliated and drawing them into the

Jewish mainstream as future participants, leaders, and donors. It provides the best means of

reaching the unaffiliated, those who do not go to centers or read the Jewish Press.

•

One of the participants, noting the enormous number of Jewish singles in New York,

wondered at the absence of a JASS line there. Mr. Bay explained that Mr. Becker felt that

New York was too complex and too overwhelming. However, he was making an effort to

approach communal leaders and open the territory borough by borough.

Dr. Rosen thanked Mr. Bay for bring JASS to the attention of the Conference.

In response to a question regarding the Jewish educational component of JASS, Bay noted

that every unit varies in its determination of program emphasis. The JASS concept is

designed to draw people in by showing how to make the outreach program work through

networking and coordination of events. The specific content of local programs is left to local

option. In initiating a JASS line, it was suggested that it be announced and advertised in the

local non-Jewish press, although this sometimes meets with resistance. Mr. Bay urged

interested attendees to contact him after the conference.
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Workshops

Dr. Rosen then outlined the afternoon session, which was to be devoted to a series of

workshops to which participants had been assigned according to previously indicated

preferences. The workshops were designed to explore aspects of the Jewish communal

response to singles and to make recommendations for the future.

The workshop on synagogue programming was led by Alan Silverstein, rabbi of

Congregation Agudath Israel of West Essex in Caldwell, New Jersey. The immediate past

president of the Rabbinical Assembly of New Jersey, Rabbi Silverstein is actively involved in

national and local outreach activities. He lectures widely and has written articles in a variety

of publications, including Conservative Judaism, Collier's Encyclopedia, the Journal of Jewish

Sociology. Rabbi Silverstein is currently completing his Ph.D. in Jewish history and is also

making history with his innovative intercongregational programs for often-neglected Jewish

singles and for the intermarried.

The workshop, which focused on the Federation response to the needs of singles, was led

by Ruth Avrin, Director of Educational Alliance West. In addition to her administrative

duties as coordinator of all social services south of 34th Street, Ms. Avrin directs a new

Federation-sponsored program, Compatimates. The goal of Compatimates is to bring singles

together on the basis of compatibility and mutual interests determined through individualized

questionnaires and interviews.

The third workshop, focusing on the ways in which Jewish Centers have responded to

the growing ranks of Jewish singles, was led by Helaine Geismar Katz, Director of the Group

Services Department at the 92nd Street YM-YWHA. She is responsible for the functioning of

departments that include: Parenting Center, Children's and Teen programs, Adult classes and
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lectures, Extension/Outreach project, Senior Citizen Division, and Singles programs. Ms.

Geismar Katz's organizational activities range from membership on the Citizens Committee for

the Children of New York and charter member of the Executive Women in the Human

Services to her most recent appointment by Mario Cuomo to the Board of Visitors of the

Manhattan Developmental Center which she has served as President since 1982.

The Workshop on Independent and Commercial Enterprises was led by Nancy Kaplan and

Richard Wernick. Ms. Kaplan is currently Coordinator of A Group of Jewish Singles and the

local JASS group. She is also a member of the United Synagogue Commission on Singles, a

member of the national Federation Committee on Singles, and Coordinator of Project Joseph,

an exciting Program on Intermarriage Prevention and Coping co-sponsored by the New Jersey

Region of the United Synagogue and the Rabbinical Assembly. Richard Wernick was able to

bring to the proceeding the perspective of a private entrepreneur who, judging by the

response, is providing a much-needed service to the singles community. He is President of

Richnik's, a singles organization with a membership of 17,000. What began as a singles social

program arising from Mr. Wernick's personal needs has expanded from a series of four tennis

parties to a major enterprise which reaches thousands. Mr. Wernick organizes and arranges a

variety of activities for weekends, vacations, etc., at appropriate hotels and resorts, including

Club Med, for which Richnik's is the number one agent in the metropolitan area.

EXCERPTS FROM WORKSHOP DISCUSSIONS

A. The Federation Responds - Ruth Avrin

....Federation's response to needs of singles has been to a large extent channeled through

appropriate agencies and Y's. The most recent focused response has been through

Compatimates, a non-profit Federation dating service which began in October 1984. Originally
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conceived by Federation as a "shadchan" (matchmaking) service which would facilitate meeting

and dating for Jewish singles, it was developed by Educational Alliance into a club that offers

a variety of opportunities for people to meet each other in a selective setting, with choices

based on personal interview. To join, one must be interviewed by a social worker, have

references checked, and pay an annual registration and membership fee.

....Since the same people seem to show up at Federation and Y events, the Jewish

community is challenged to reach Jewish singles who are not yet in the network.

....Significant success of outreach efforts emphasizing small group. programs; i.e., "Dinner

for Eight" which organizes groups of eight who go to dinner and theater together; gatherings

and house parties at the homes of Federation trustees and board members provide an

important model.

....Federation's efforts to meet singles' social need for meaningful relationships with

people like themselves include the exclusive approach of Compatimates and special events for

larger groups who are interviewed but who are not part of the dating club.

....Current Federation efforts are attempting to achieve a balance between maintaining an

open door and exclusivity through careful screening.

....How successful has Compatimates been? Some marriages have taken place; the

Compatimate experience is a source for new friends and gives people who have not been

dating confidence about meeting new people. Compatimates reaches many more women than

men, and has found that its goal of being a dating service to serve all who need it has turned

out to be impossible. The challenge for Compatimates and for all who seek to serve the

needs of Jewish singles, is to reach more of them in a broader, more global fashion.
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B. Synagogues and Singles - Rabbi Alan Silverstein

•

....Synagogue leaders cannot allow themselves to be immobilized by fear of failure. They

must be willing to try a wide spectrum of activities in the hope that some will succeed in

meeting the very diverse needs and interests of the various singles populations and thereby

involving them in the congregational framework.

....Networking on a regional level is essential to the success of synagogue programs. The

network should go beyond the synagogue to include Federated agencies and even Federations

beyond the local area. A creative new approach might initiate networking between regions

which have different male-female ratios; e.g., New York and Washington, D.C.

....Fear that separate activities for singles in a synagogue will exclude them from general

involvement in synagogue life is unwarranted. A synagogue which meets the personal and

individual needs of a group will provide an incentive to become part of other synagogal

activities: religious services, adult education, committee and board membership.

....If synagogues do not reach out to new constituencies, including childless couples,

singles and single parents, there will be a decrease in affiliation and involvement in terms of

ritual life and meaningful Jewish life. The synagogue must redefine itself to become a family

for those who are not part of the so-called "traditional" family. Jews need other Jews in

order to be Jewish.

....Successful synagogue models for singles programs include:

....The late Friday night services and discussions for singles initiated by Rabbi Stephen C.

Listfield at Adas Israel in Washington, D.C.
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....Regional Friday night services as established by A Group of Jewish Singles in New

Jersey. Success was a result of first getting commitment from the rabbis and then appointing

a steering committee made up of representatives of all synagogues involved in the program.

....The educational model, as initiated by Rabbi Steven Riskin, uses classes to bring

singles together under synagogue auspices for stimulating and innovative courses in Jewish

theology, history, etc.

....A Network for Single Living is geared to the needs of single parents, widows, and

widowers to help celebrate holidays and rites de passage as a family.

...."Biology over Theology": no matter what we teach or advocate, if we do not give

single people the opportunity to meet, whether it is for dating or social support, for study or

observance, biology will take over; they will meet and marry others from different

backgrounds and the community will be the worse for it.

C. Center Programs - Helene Geismar Katz

....Singles come from a very diverse population with different kinds of needs and centers

are obligated to program for the various populations around their singlehood.

....In response to single people who do not know how to connect, centers and other

agencies can help by programming for them and making them fell better about themselves and

showing them that they are complete individuals. A sense of self-worth will make it easier

for them to try to find the person they can love.
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....Centers can help people successfully use one of the most important coping mechanisms

mentioned by Dr. Stein; namely, having friends. They can also help people expand their

horizons through stimulating programs and the offer of acceptable, comfortable places to meet

other Jewish singles. Although many funding resources are primarily interested in getting

young, marriageable singles together for the purpose of marriage, social service agencies are

obligated to reach out to a variety of single constituencies and to serve them in their current

status.

D. Independent and Commercial Enterprises - Nancy Kaplan

....Interactive programs with content give participants something to talk about and permit

people to interact comfortably.

....A Group of Jewish Singles offers Friday night programs which rotate among various

synagogue sponsors and are organized for different age groups to facilitate finding one's peers

in an appropriate social setting.

....Despite all efforts, this program, like all others, must face challenges of outreach,

providing quality programs and attracting quality participants.

Richard Wernick

..

....To launch a successful, "for profit" venture for singles, you cannot depend on friends;

you must plan carefully, work hard to spread the word, and factor in the possibility of

unanticipated expenses.
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....Guidelines which assure success for commercially-sponsored singles programs can serve

the needs of those under Jewish non-profit auspices as well:

1. Look for a quality place.

2. Use available Jewish institutional resources to obtain rooms at minimal cost, lecturers

in appropriate fields based on a theme central to the organization.

3. For special events, choose activities which are popular and exciting.

4. Be clear about the group you are planning to serve in terms of age, interest, and

religious affiliation. Do not be embarrassed to refuse participation to problem

individuals or unsuitable people.

5. Advertising - Wernick does no public advertising. Programs are publicized by word of

mouth, recommendations, postcards mailed to members or distributed during events at

various resorts and a membership newsletter which may be too costly for non-profit

groups.

6. A minimal membership fee of $35.00 per year which entitles members to discounts on

social events and bus trips might be adapted for Jewish singles groups.

7. Do not plan events to get single people married; rather, assure them of an enjoyable

worth-while experience.

8. Develop programs which use the talents of powerful people in the sponsoring

organizations and try them out on organizational turf. It is important that people get

to see such events as the place to be.
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Following the Workshop Summary Reports, Dr. Rosen called on respondent Dr. Steven M.

Cohen, Professor of Sociology at Queens College, City University of New York, author of

American Modernity and Jewish Identity (1983) and American Assimilation and Jewish Revival

(1988). Professor Cohen was also the co-editor of the recently published The Jewish Family:

Myths and Reality and has done considerable research on the Jewish community of New York

under the auspices of UJA-Federation of New York. He is currently engaged in a study called

Jewish Family and Jewish Involvement: Young Adults Who Are Single, Childless, Intermarried

and Divorced, an examination of the implications of new family configurations of young Jewish

adults.

NEGOTIATING THE SINGLE LIFE

Summary and Recommendations

Steven M. Cohen

First, I would like to supplement the excellent presentation we've heard from Peter Stein

by giving you a particularly Jewish slant on the problem. The reason Jews are so concerned

with this issue now is that in the late 40s and early 50s young adult Jews -- like my own

parents -- married quite early. The marriage age at the time was young compared to both

previous and later periods. During the late 60s and early 70s, Jews, like other Americans,

postponed marriage. As a result we now have many parents who remembered getting married

early having children who were marrying late. That caused a crisis mentality, one which

produced some positive results, such as the creation of The William Petschek National Jewish

Family Center. On the other hand, the rapid social changes of the 60s took the Jewish

community unawares. Actually, institutions always lag behind major population trends, just as

demographers often lag behind in discerning those trends. (Indeed, in a recent speech, the

president of the Population Association of America pointed out that demographers have failed

to predict every major demographic trend that has hit America in the last twenty years.)
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We cannot blame a community that is taken unawares by a major social revolution and

then needs some years to understand the revolution to calm down from a crisis mentality and

begin to adjust to change. My sense is that the community is, in fact, adjusting to it. A

decade ago, the reaction of parents and Jewish organization board members was that somehow

we have to get our kids married right away. As we have heard from several speakers, the

community has endorsed other goals as well. Aside from the goal of getting single Jews

married, we are also hearing of a second sort of goal, the need to serve singles' human

needs, and social needs, at various ages. And third, we hear of a need to increase the Jewish

involvement of singles, particularly in the public sphere. I suggest we have heard all too

little about the articulation of interest in helping single Jews be Jewish in the privacy of

their homes or as individuals, rather than as members of a large organization. I think we

need some attention to that area as well.

The reason that we are so concerned about Jewish involvement of singles is that Jewish

involvement (of the public or the private sort) is heavily concentrated among residentially

stable, affluent families of a conventional nature; that is, married couples with children or

married couples whose children have left home. The empty-nest couple and the couple with

school-age children are the two types of families which have unusually high involvement in

Jewish life. And, therefore, it comes as no surprise that organizations in the Jewish com-

munity whose boards are filled with these people take a long time to become aware of the

problem of singles except, when, of course, their own children are involved.

It takes a long time to be reminded of the needs of Jewish single parents. As a little

aside, I remember I was at a meeting of the Jewish Education Committee in New Haven, and a

suggestion was made regarding the next series of lectures which cost $18.00 for three

lectures. Someone said we ought to provide for the students and the old people who need

special subsidies: they should be allowed to come in free or for $6.00. And discussion went
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back and forth and I said, "Well, it so happens that many of the students in New Haven who

are at Yale are fairly affluent. And the evidence on older people, especially Jews, is, in fact,

that they have a considerable amount of disposable income. The people who really need the

subsidy are single parents," and the whole group said: "Right!" There was an immediate

reaction that this was the right thing to do.

I am not telling the story to tell you what is happening at New Haven. I am telling you

the story to say that my sense is that we are not confronted by ideological opposition and

barriers to participation of single people in the Jewish community. Rather, we are dealing

with the social profile and networks of the individuals who are typically decision-makers in

Jewish life. Too often, they are isolated from the needs, problems, and concerns of people

who are not like them; in this case, "not like them" means "not married with school-age

kids."

One theme which has run through the various models that have been presented is that

we can learn a valuable lesson from success stories. Much of Jewish life is spent bemoaning

failures and shortcomings and problems. But maybe, in line with the popularity of In Search

of Excellence, and the many books written about successful corporations and corporate stars,

it can be helpful to recognize Jewish success stories. We have heard a lot here today, and I

am sure there are more examples across the country that demonstrate the feasibility of

working successfully with singles and others. What do we learn from these success stories?

First, we keep hearing from everybody a refrain on Harold Schulweis' statement that "If we

want Jews to address our public agenda, we first have to address their private agenda." The

constant theme running through all the presentations is that you have to listen to the single

people, you have to put the single people in charge of their own programming, or at least

have sensitive workers who may be married, but who are listening to the singles' concerns.

In a sense, you want to put the clients first.
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Second, we are hearing a lot about diversity. We need to recognize that there are a lot

of different single populations; different age categories, different marital categories, and

different parental categories, and even suburban-urban differences. There may be regional

differences that we have not been able to assess because, frankly, most of us are from the

Northeast, but there may be a different pattern of single life in California than there is in

Atlanta, than there is in Boston. And while we may not be astute enough to experience and

to understand these differences, we have to be able to differentiate.

Third, the successful program seems to be tailored to the occupational identities and/or

the leisure interests of single people. One of the things that I understood when I heard the

talk about the Capitol Hill Group was that here we were using Jews' occupational identities, in

this case, government employment, as a basis for organization. There is no reason why the

same model can't be repeated in other urban areas where we have large concentrations of

Jews in various fields, such as medicine, accounting, law, finance, real estate, especially in the

New York area, or science and engineering in Boston. It is conceivable to me that prominent

Jews, like the Tisches, can fulfill the same function in their industries that Larry Smith and

Rudy Boschwitz filled among government workers in Washington. The model can be repeated.

The concept has broad implications and is supported by the words of a prominent Jewish

advertising executive, who said: "If you advertise a Bible class for everybody on Sunday

morning, you get nobody, but if you advertise a Talmud class for tennis players, you'll get a

big crowd." This is true, because what you are talking abut is utilizing the pre-existing

identities of Jews and getting them to feel comfortable identifying in that environment from

the beginning.

All these activities show a special attention to the daily, weekly and seasonal calendar.

Rabbi Alan Silverstein spoke about the different times at which singles groups celebrate

tefillah (prayer), Oneg Shabbat and holidays. Young single groups often start activities at
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10:00 at night. The slightly older group likes to start at 8:00 and go for an Oneg Shabbat

afterwards. The oldest group would like the refreshments before the worship service. If the

problem with planning singles' programs is stigmatizing singles, then we can plan any program

for 10:00 at night, without calling it a "singles program." Since very few young marrieds with

children would like to start a social evening at 10:00 at night, the program will automatically

attract singles and young married couples. This is what I mean by attention to the daily

calendar.

We also need attentiveness to the seasonal calendar. There are three times a year when

Jews care about being Jewish in a very vital sort of way: Rosh Hashonah and Yom Kippur,

Chanukkah and Pesach. Although other holidays, too, can be utilized (on Capitol Hill, they

look for excuses, even some rabbi's yahrzeit, to have a party), these three holidays involve

between 75 and 90 percent of American Jews. They are times when singles also will be

searching for Jewish purpose, and many of you are providing events around the seasonal

calendar. I guess that an avoidance of stigmatizing and providing a variety of techniques are

very worthy goals.

We also need to attend to eliminating barriers to participation, of which there are

several in Jewish life. One is alienation, the feeling that you are not part of this group, you

are not being invited, or you have to be invited and you have to make sure the people there

all like you. Second, the special barrier for single parents. We need to make program

planners aware of the financial limitations of single parents with custody of children, which

often means women. Third, the barrier of Judaic competence. Most Jews don't participate in

Jewish life because they feel incompetent to do Judaic things. Many of the successful singles'

programs remove that confidence barrier. Fourth, and finally, it seems that we would do the

Jewish community a disservice if our programs only focus on the social needs of singles, if

they are directed only to providing opportunities to date and get married.
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Certainly these are good and worthy goals. But it seems to me that as long as we are

fulfilling the dating and the "shadchanut" responsibilities, we also should be considering the

possibility of giving single Jews the opportunity to be Jewish. I think it inappropriate to

think of Jewish life as being the exclusive province of married people with kids. I, for one,

am not really concerned about the future of the Jewish people vis-a-vis the decline in Jewish

activity during singlehood; my own feeling is that they eventually return to Jewishness. For

some policy makers the promise of the singles' return to the Jewish fold is good enough. For

me, it is not good enough. The fact that now people spend many, many more years of their

lives outside the conventional family, many more years of not lighting Shabbat candles, and

many more years of their lives not committed to Jewish institutions because they don't have

their kids going to Hebrew school, to me, that is a very serious problem. And if we can

provide schooling, education, tefillah, Jewish service activities, campaign, whatever you

happen to like, if we can provide experiences that involve singles as Jews in Jewish life, be it

in the home or outside, then we are helping fill that gap. We are helping to build up the

trough of Jewish activity, which starts at around the age of 17 and doesn't pop back up until

age 35 or so. I think that losing those eighteen years is a serious problem for American

Jewry. We have to start thinking about the rituals that we undertake, the activities we

participate in, and how to bolster the involvement, the activity, the commitment of singles in

the Jewish community.

It seems that everything that we've learned indicates that the problem really is not

singles' motivation. One of the big fallacies in Jewish and general life is that when we see

people not doing something that they ought to be doing, we immediately suspect that they are

not doing it because they don't want to. They are not getting married because they don't

care about families. They are not being Jewishly active because they don't care about being

Jewish. It turns out that this motivational argument is largely incorrect. People do things

(or don't) for social reasons, or because of the presence (or absence) of a mechanism and
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social networks, a lot more often than they do or don't do things for motivational reasons.

And it turns out, where Jews are concerned, that once they get married and have kids, their

level of Jewish activities shoots way, way up. I want to stress that 90% percent of parents

with children belong to something Jewish. That means that before they were parents with

kids, they had some Jewish interest, but lacked appropriate means to express it. And it

turns out that Jews continue to marry more than non-Jews, even though they marry later.

All this means that Jews are committed, or at least potentially committed throughout their

entire lives, to Yiddishkeit, to Jewish involvement, and to family. So let us not suppose that

commitment is the big problem.

Our problem is to learn how to provide ways for Jews to express their Jewish commit-

ment while they are single, even when they are not happily married to other Jews and in the

midst of raising Jewish children.

Single.GR4/JCAD

2/3/89:ar
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